
Hello and welcome in the program: “The road and Me“  
about Mobility for all! 

We are Jules and Lea, two primary school’s pupils, like you! 
With us, you will discover how to respect the planet during  
your displacements in everyday life. 

Come on, let’s go, follow us!
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Car’s evolution

Have you noticed all the different kind of cars in the street?  
How can you see that a car is brand new of very old?  
do you know what the first cars looked like?

Become a car drawer!

From the gasoline car to the electric car...

evolution of technologies. 
The very first cars allowed people to make small displacements  
and functioned. 

Today, we can cross the country by car to go on holiday. We think 
henceforth to put the electric car that doesn’t consume gasoline at 
all into circulation! Between these two drawings, do you recognize 
the electric car?

Draw a current car Imagine what the cars will look like  
when you are an adult

i observe

i keep in mind

i train

Gasoline car Diesel car  Electric car
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CRusHeR

the recycled car

observe attentively the cars that you cross on your way,  
some are very old. 
do you know what we have to do of an old car? 

Colour the parts, which are progressively removed during the recycling. 

Recycle certain parts of the car. 
The car’s manufacturers made some progresses since almost the complete car can be recycled today. The car 
must initially be cleaned up (removing the battery, oils and the gasoline), and then parts that will be useful for 
other cars are recovered (doors, panes, weels). What remains of the car is finally crushed, then recycled!  

in a scrap yard... 

1. Car’s cleanup 

2. Recovery  
of parts

3. Crushing

What can you see on  
this illustration? 

Why nobody should give up 
his old car in the nature? 

i observe

i keep in mind

i train
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Move around  
the school
When you are at school, do you leave sometimes to go to the 
multimedia library, the swimming pool or to the gymnasium? 
Which means of transport do you use?

Help lea to choose the different places  
she can walk to.
Colour the signs of the places that are accessible 
by walk from the school (approximately 15 minutes 
walk). 

Explain your choice.  

Move for your health without polluting!
Around the school, there are some places where you can 
go with your class: the library, the swimming pool, the 
cinema, the stadium. You can walk to these places, it’s 
good for your health and it can teach you how to move  
in the city.

Walk 1 kilometre takes 15 minutes: you see, it’s not that 
long!

True False Explain why...

It’s too long to walk to the library!  
Adults should take us along by car.

Walking is good for the health and I don’t pollute 
like the cars

It takes 15 minutes to walk 1 kilometre and  
2 minutes by car. On the small ways, it’s better  
to take the car. 

True or false?
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i observe

i keep in mind

i train

the “walking bus”

on the way to school, did you already observe the number  
of children who walk to school? and you, do you go to  
school without using of car? What can be the meaning  
of “walking bus”?

Help the two adults to build the circuit allowing all of the children to walk to school!

on the road…

use… both of your feet!
Some parents decided to take some children to school but without a car: it’s the walking bus!  Each one uses its 
two feet to move. And you, do you know how long you need to walk to school? Could you go there with an adult?

According to you, where do the children  
go? Why are there two adults  
accompanying them? 

Explain your answer.

Trace the way that starts from Jules’s 
House to go to school picking up all the 
children on the way (be careful not to 
go back and forth too many times)!
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i observe

i keep in mind

i train

Eco-conveyance,  
why taking the car with several persons?

are there always several people inside the cars you see  
circulating in the street? What can be the meaning of  
“carpooling” or “co-conveyance”?

Helps all these people to prepare an eco-conveyance!
These people must go to their work place. Into a car, 5 people can get in.  
Colour the same colour the car and the people who get in.  

Instead of causing a 
traffic jam with 23 cars 
and wasting gasoline, 
how many full cars 
can circulate? 

share displacements
Why take several cars when everyone goes to the same 
place? Eco-conveyance is a solution to: 

 Produce fewer greenhouse gas emissions;

 Share the gasoline’s cost; 

 Reduce traffic-jam; 

 Make new friends!

on the road…
Some people drive from the same city and work 
at the same place. What could they do to not use 
each one their car? 

Compare the two pictures. According to you, 
which image represents the best solution? 
Explain why.

When your parents drive you to school,  
get information to know if other pupils use 
the same way as you. 

Perhaps you could go together? 
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